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able that the present jecidium has no connection with our
known Gymnosporangia, and that its other stages may verv
likely be traced to other Uredinea± which inhabit warmer
regions near the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic. The re-
semblance of the galls in the two fungi is certainly curious.

The relation of ^Ec. Bermudianum to the Rcestelia? al-
ready known in the United States is not very close. A
differential diagnosis is hardly necessary, for the characters
above will be recognized as sufficiently marked by those who
study this group of plants. The species which in -the micro-
scopic characters of the spores and peridial cells comes
nearest to the present species is R. lacerata Cooke, which
grows on Crataegus in the Southern States. In the dis-
tortions produced, the absence of ridges on the peridial cell,
and several other respects, the differences between the two
are decided. It is to be hoped that observers in the field will
gather more information about this curious fungus.

Insect relations of certain Asclepiads. I.

CHARLES ROBERTSON.

(with PLATE XII.)

Asclei'ias verticillata. —The gynostegium is very
small, the anther wings measuring about one and two-
nttns millimetres. It fastens the corpuscula almost exclu-
sively upon the hairs of the legs of insects ; and, in this

\vu-
eCt

' snows a strong contrast even with A. incarnata.
While the corpuscula of the latter are sometimes found on
the tips of the claws of the largest visitors, Bombus and
ophex, those of this plant are rarely found even on the claws
ot the smallest, Ceratina dupla, HaHctus, and Cerceris com-
pacta (?). Of ninety-two specimens bearing corpuscula,
eighty-eight have them on hairs alone, and four on the hairs
anc

!
cl aws. That is, one specimen in twenty-three has them

0n its claws, while about one in three of those bearing cor-
puscula of A. incarnata has them on its claws. As the wings
'nerease in size in the three following species, corpuscula are
Attached more frequently to the claws and less often to the
Jairs. Eight specimens show pollinia on their tongues.

her e is quite a contrast between this species and A. incar-
ata, m respect to the formation of combinations of corpus-
u,a

- A. verticillata does not form them so readily ; and, in
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ness

fact, does not need to, as it is better adapted to fix its cor-

puscula directly upon the insect. On account of the short-

of the hoods, the position of the corpuscula on the legs

of insects depends on how much the length of the legs ex-

ceeds that of the slits. The feet of the smallest visitors reach

below the angles of the wings, and corpuscula are found on

Large insects, bumble-bees, have pollinia on

I have found
their tarsi.

hairs from the claws to the middle of the tibiae.

no dead insects on the flowers.

Associated with a gynostegium of the character indicated

above we find hoods which are very broad and shallow,

A
They open considerably below the level of the style-table,

and their tips are turned outward, (fig. i.)

Compared with A. incarnata, this species shows a marked

increase in insects of small size and short tongues, Halictus,

nerus »

and fewer long tongues. If it had been observed to the same

extent and under as favorable conditions, it would show many

more species of Hymenoptera. As the hoods increase in

depth from this through A. incarnata, Cornuti, and Suln-

vantii, long tongued bees increase in number of individuals,

while the number of species of Hymenoptera decreases. 1 h e

number of species of butterflies in the table is quite mislead-

The most common were small ones, which seldoming.

remove pollinia of any Asclepias, the large species bein^

represented by only one or two individuals of each.
In color, accessibilitv of nectar, and, consequently, in

the general character of its insect visitors, A. verticillata

shows more resemblance to certain Umbelli ferae than to tne

other species referred to in this paper.
Observations were made in a patch about fifteen feet long

and four feet wide, on ten days, between
August 2 1

.

20 an

With pollinia

Without pollinia
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Asclepias incarnata. —The small anther wings are

adapted to fasten the corpuscula upon the legs of large

insects from the claws to the middle of the tibia?, and on the

claws and tarsal hairs of the small ones ; but they catch the

hairs much more frequently. Of 153 specimens bearing cor-

puscula, 103 have them on the hairs alone, 42 have them on
the hairs and claws, and 8 on the claws alone ; or, 145 have
pollinia on the hairs, and 50 have them on the claws. That
is, about one-third of the specimens bearing pollinia have
the corpuscula attached to their claws. T^hese processes are

not so easily caught, because they are so large. Corpuscula
are sometimes found on the tongues also, as I have found
in 29 out of 156 specimens, 3 of these bearing them on the

tongues alone. Combinations of corpuscula are formed

A. verticillata. Sometimes a

This occurs only when
much more readily than in

-dead insect is found on the flowers.
all or most of the feet are entangled simultaneously, so as to

render the insect absolutely helpless. I have found Pelo-

pceus cementarius and a Colletes killed in this way. As the

flowers become larger, in the next two species, insects are

killed more frequently.
The hoods are comparatively broad and shallow, and

their tips do not project beyond the anthers. The visitors

are more miscellaneous than those of the other species we
have to consider.

The most abundant insects observed by me on the flowers

were bumble-bees, especially Bombus separates, wasps

(Sphex and Tachytes) and butterflies (Papilio and Danais).

Notes were made in a patch covering two or three acres, on

twenty-one days, between July 22 and August 21.
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XBPIAS Cormti.— The anthers are much larger

in the preceding, and, as a consequence, the corpus-

are fastened to the claws of insects more frequently,

tarsal hairs are not readily caught unless they ate
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long. However, corpuscula are found more frequently on

the pulvilli and on the hairs near the claws than on the

claws. Even when small and short-legged insects succeed

in extracting pollinia and inserting them into the stigmatic

chambers they have great difficulty in breaking the retina-

cula, and often lose their lives in consequence. Hive-bees

are frequently killed when most of their feet are entangled.

On June 24 I picked thirty dead hive-bees from the flowers.

I have also found five species of flies and four species of

moths killed on the flowers.

The hoods, altliough hardly longer than the anthers, are

comparatively broad and deep, favoring long-tongued bees r

which are the most abundant visitors.

As butterflies have been found on the preceding plants,

they would be expected to occur on A. Cornuti. H. Mullet*

gives a list of thirty-one species of insects observed on the

flowers in Europe. 2 No butterflies are mentioned, but three

species of Lepidoptera of other families, on which pollinia

were not found. In Illinois I caught seventeen species on

the flowers, six of these showing pollinia.
Notes were made on twenty-two days, between June 21

and July 22.
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Asclkpias Sullivantii.— The anther wings are large

and strong, the slits being fully one millimetre longer
3

in A. Cornuti. At the angles^ the wings diverge strong^
so as to catch the divergent claws ; and this is the on Iv

Asclepiad I have observed which fastens its corpuscula
upon the claws more frequently than upon the other pio-

cesses. The few small insects which occur on the flower/

rarely get their claws caught, and,when th ey do, ra relyescap

itv rTT ~~i
~~~~rt^but d<*»

an*

e.

not menUon1^
e" f^' d ^ ad hive-bees °? »me Asclepias, probably Corn

n

»«' *w. i ?•
See Aner

- NatWlit, iii, dsS.

"«SffiBSSwiJ5?SK *»> m' als °, "Befruchtnn* der Blumen.

3 See Botanical Gazette, Vi. plate vii!.

••
:
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The great number of hive-bees killed on the flowers of
this plant and of A. Cornuti, besides being a matter of curi-
osity, and, indeed, of economic importance, is interesting in
the study of the insect relations of the different species.
Dead hive-bees are found on the flowers of A. Sullivantii
much more frequently than on A. Cornuti. From the flowers
of a patch which bore fifty-two follicles, I picked 147 dead
hive-bees, from which it seems that the flowers are bet-
ter adapted to kill hive-bees than to produce fruit through
their aid. On seventeen days between July 2 and 27, 1885,
I visited a patch to collect the insect visitors, and picked 671
from the flowers. I have often found four, and, in one case,
seven dead bees on a single umbel. The intervals between
my visit were such that many bees must have escaped my
counting by being blown off by the wind, carried away by
insects, or by falling with the flowers.

Most of the bees observed on the plants were trying to

escape from the flowers. Of those which escape, many leave
some of their tarsi between the anther wings, and must often
die in consequence. These broken tarsi interfere with the
insertion of the pollinia, and stop the claws in their passage
through the slits. Many bees which might escape are killed
by rain, for I have observed a marked increase in the num-
ber of dead bees on days following showers. Many fall a
prey to predaceous insects. I have seen them, while still

alive, attacked by ants, spiders and Podisus spinosus. I

believe the Podisus frequents the flowers to prey upon the
insects thus entangled.

There are two ways in which the flowers may bring dis-

aster to hive-bees. It is common to find corpuscula, with
their pollinia, fixed to some part of the tongue, and these
bodies may interfere with the insertion of the tongue into

narrow nectaries. Then, the corpuscula cover the claws so
that the feet slip, and pollination is sometimes facilitated in

this way. If the bee escape from the flowers with its tarsi.

ll s trouble is not over, for it may lose its life on account of
the claws being blunted bv the corpuscula. 4

Besides hive-bees, species of Megachile, Halictus, Astata,

^ucilia, 5
Trichius, Pamphila, and Scepsis were found dead

°n the flowers.

thus ffft
R Ylck(ord > A «*- yatamlist. ii, 665. J. Kirkpatrick says : " When the claws are

pe ]JL tere \ the bee "an not climb upon the combs nor collect honey an «i"«»° «
emonvM™lheh1ve a»d must die. The unfettered bees tumble them out with little cer

Til
- vo<-, iii, 109. now

Will i!i
.

Di Ptera mentioned in this paper were kindly determined for me by Dr. S. w.
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The large obovate hoods project half their length beyond

the anthers, which increases their depth, and makes small

insects less likely to become entangled. The structure of

the hoods and the great difficulty smaller insects have in

effecting pollination convince me that bumble-bees have had

most influence in modifying the flowers, and they are the

most common visitors except hive-bees.

It is to be remembered that hive-bees do not belong to

our fauna, so that an adaptation to these flowers was not to be

expected. By their great abundance, their constant efforts

to escape, with the fact that their dead bodies occupy the

flowers and give forth a disagreeable odor, they have pro-

duced a well marked disturbance of the insect relations of

this plant.
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ASCLEPIAS TUBEROSA. The anther wings are very del-

icate, as in A. verticillata, and are adapted to catch the

tarsal hairs,

bees, Coelioxj

^. verticillata, and are adapted to catch the

Of man)- specimens bearing pollinia, two small

•s and Augochlora, are the only ones with cor-

iect

puscula on their claws.
The hoods are long and narrow, and their tips projec!

tar beyond the anthers, so that the nectar is only readil}

accessible to long and thin tongues.
I he long tips also hold the bodies of insects so far above

the angles of the wings, that only those with long legs easih

remove the pollinia. The bright orange-red color of theremove the pollinia. The bright orange-red color of the

flowers and the structure of the hoods suggest adaptation to

butterflies, and the small anther wings seem to be especially

suited to thpm tu„ -i _r >_ _ • „ nr^ rathei
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Notes were made on a few scattered plants on eighteen

days between June 23 and August 17. This is the only spe-

cies on which no bumble-bee was seen. By far the most

abundant visitors are the butterflies.
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Asclepias purpurascens. —The anther wings catch the

hairs of the tarsi in all of the cases observed.

The hoods of the reddish purple flowers are long and

narrow, their tips being much longer than the anthers (tig.

2). In the back of the hood is a process which projects in-

ward to meet the broad horn, and thus completes the parti-

tion between the very narrow honev receptacles.

In my neighborhood A. purpurascens blooms first, when

bumble-bee workers and SphegicUv are least abundant, and

shows a greater preponderance of butterflies than in A.tube-

rosa.

I watched a few plants on seven days between June 2

and 1

With pollinia
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Asclepias in general.
the intervals between them are narrow.

The hoods are broad so that

In order that the

legs of insects may be readily caug ht between them, they

Project strongly throughout and are open at the summit.
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The open mouths are also of advantage in making the flow-

ers more conspicuous, but are to some extent a disadvantage,
since they make the nectar more accessible to many insects

which are useless. The horn partly offsets this disadvantage.
But for its presence small insects could crawl bodily into the

hoods of the larger flowers. The horn has also the effect of

making the nectar more or less double, notably in A. pur-

purascens
; and I have observed in A. Cornuti and Sullivantii

that bumble-bees insert their tongues regularly on each side

of it.

Since a small gynostegium can catch more processes on
an insect's leg, and so can fasten more corpuscula directly

upon the insect, the habit of forming combinations of corpus-
cula'"' is less important to flowers having it. I have found no
combinations of corpuscula of A. tuberosa, and few small
ones of verticillata. (i) One advantage of their formation,
and a ready explanation of their frequency in certain species,
as A. incarnata, is to be found in the fact that the broken
retinacula are often more easily caught by the wings than
the hairs. Often the hairs are so short that they do not easily
enter the slits

; but when a corpusculum comes to be fastened
to one of them advantage is taken of the circumstance, and
a large combination is attached to its retinacula. For exam-
ple, a specimen of Apathus elatus has six corpuscula on its

tongue, all in one combination, illustrating the fact that it is

otten easier for A. incarnata to fasten a combination to a hair
tnat is once caught than to catch another of the same length.

(2) L,ong combinations are sometimes guided by the hoods
over the angles of the wings, when the leg bearing them is

no so gU]ded (A> incarnata)i j haye ge^ n } linia of A.
Sullivantii near the end of a combination drawn into the
sugmatic chamber when the foot of the bee did not reach
aown to the angle. (3) After a corpusculum is fastened to

^u^!!
V

c -

e Proces s the carrying 'capacity of the leg is

flowir
' ?

6ly increased
- This is so important in the large

de X /
PeCle

,

S that l do not bel *eve they could have been

flouir
P r^!

1 this habit had become fixed in the smaller

binS i
n ^ e Pulvillus of a hive-bee's foot I found a corn-S r °l
eigl

\
teen c <>rpuscula of A. Cornuti. But for the

the,7 ™etlna cula, it would have required every foot to earn'

room for
rP

H
SC

u
la

'
and then no n™ones could have found

ioom lor attachment.

Vol! n,
r

p i

3 of these combinations, see ( orry's paper, Trans. Linn. Soc. Scr. 2,
BoU
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The frequent occurrence of these combinations spoils the
theory that the corpuscula enter the stigmatic chamber.
That view can neither explain how they are formed nor how
they escape destruction.

While in ordinary flowers an insect may be a useful vis-

itor if it can reach the nectar, in Asclepias many other con-
ditions influence the insect relations. (1) Of visitors whose
tongues are suited to the nectaries, many are useless, because
they do not light upon -the flowers (Sphingida?, yEgeriacke
and Trochilus). 7

(2) Others because their legs are not long
enough to extract pollinia. Megachile is common on A.
tuberosa, but never, so far as observed, carries pollinia.. (3)
Others have legs long enough, but rest their feet so lighth

on the flowers that they seldom effect pollination; e. g.,

Diptera and small butterflies. (4) Still others are not strong
enough to free their claws from the slits and break the reti-

nacula
; in all, seventeen species were found to be killed on

this account.
The table shows the number of species visiting the flow-

ers, with the disposition of the corpuscula on them. 8

Corpuscula on hairs, claws and tongue

" hairs and claws
11

hairs and tongue

" hairs alone

11 claws alone

" tongue alone

none
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The most striking peculiarity of Hymenoptera is the fre-

nt occurrence of pollinia on their' tongues. Of twenty-

eight species with pollinia in that situation, twenty are Hy-
menoptera. Bembex which resembles certain Syrphidae in

T The ruby-throated hummingbird visits A. inoarnata, Sullivniihi and purpurasccns,

" In the table the pulvilli are included undt-r " hairs."
* Packard, "Guide to Study of Insects," 164.
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colors and manner of flight, also imitates them in resting

lightly on the flowers and extracts pollinia less frequently

than any wasp I have seen.

Explanation of Plate XII. —Fig. 1, Gynostegium of Asclepias verticil-

iata L., with one hood removed. Fig. 2, Same, of Asclepias purpurascens L.

Fig. 3, Gynostegium of Acerates longifolia EH. Fig74, Sketch of Bombus
<rutetlarix Cress., with polliniaof Acerates longifolia. Fig. 5, Sketch of face

of Cereeris bicormita Guer., with pollinia of Acerates longifolia. Fig. 6, Pol-

linia of Acerates riridi flora Ell.; one in stigmatic chamber with tubes emitted.

Fig. 7, Corplisculum of same, ''spiked " and displaced by caudicle of inserted

pollinium.

The "Curl" of Peach Leaves: a studv of the abnormal structure

induced by Exoascus deformans. i

ETTA L. KXOWLES.
»

(with PLATE XIII.)

The fungus which causes the disease of peach leaves,
known as "the curl," appears very soon after the leaf un-
folds. The following observations were made from alcoholic
material gathered May 30, and June 8, 1887. The fungus
continued to make its appearance on growing leaves up to

1 f VfT
B a uas,s or comparison with that of the disease"

leal. I he drawings were all made with the camera. Fig-

1

represent* a cross section of a healthy peach leaf, a being the
upper and b the lower surface. The epidermis consists of a
jingle layer of cells, the outer walls of which are covered
with a very thin, delicate cuticle. The epidermal cells of the
U\o surfaces differ considerably in shape and size, as shown
in the figure Next to the epidermal layer of the lower sur-

O K
m ich are round masses of

un the under surface are numerous stomata

•Contributions from the Botanical Laboratory of the University of Mic^U^


